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ABSTRACT

A novel method for quality assessment in medical image registration is presented. It is evaluated on 24 follow-
up CT scan pairs of the lung. Based on a reference standard of manually matched landmarks we established
a pattern recognition approach for detection of local registration errors. To capture characteristics of these
misalignments a set of intensity, entropy and deformation related features was employed. Feature selection was
conducted and a kNN classifier was trained and evaluated on a subset of landmarks. Registration errors larger
than 2 mm were classified with a sensitivity of 88% and specificity of 94%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Image registration is a crucial step in many image analysis tasks.1–3 It consists of finding the spatial correspon-
dence between two images, i.e. searching for a one-to-one mapping from voxels in one image to voxels in the
other image. A large number of registration algorithms have been developed but for each application a specific
solution or parameter setting has to be found to guarantee optimal registration results. Even then, poor regis-
tration performance for certain image pairs, or for regions within image pairs are common. Most registration
algorithms do not provide information whether results are good enough for subsequent processing.

Several methods are reported in the literature to address this issue. Crum et al4 present a method for
automatic estimation of errors in voxel-based registration. It is a method for quantitative assessment of global
registration error. The Gaussian scale-space of the post-registration residual image is used to establish an
approximate scale of image differences. The general approach is to identify the most significant scale associated
with a structure in the residual image which is interpreted as the scale of registration error. Spatial localization
of estimated errors is not possible with this approach and applicability is limited to rigid image transformations.
Fedorov et al5 describe a method for evaluation of brain MRI alignment with the robust Hausdorff distance
measure. The proposed error estimation is based on a robust version of the Hausdorff distance metric applied
to image edges recovered at foregoing processing steps. The method provides a local distance map of detected
edges with estimated accuracy of image alignment. Park et al6 use local information measures for an adaptive
registration approach. A general mismatch measure based on local estimates of mutual information and entropy
is proposed to identify misaligned image areas. Sofka and Stewart7 propose a location registration and recognition
approach for longitudinal evaluation of corresponding regions in CT volumes. It is a feature-based method for
separately matching of regions at pre-selected locations (e.g. nodule). A verification algorithm–using accuracy
and stability measures combined in a SVM classifier–decides whether a region of one scan has been correctly
recognized and aligned. Möller and Posch8 propose a hierarchical analysis scheme that allows distinguishing
between various underlying error sources. In the final stage a machine learning approach based on PCA and
SVM regression is adopted to automatically analyze patterns from so called quality maps and to estimate the
amounts of radial lens distortions.

While state-of-the-art algorithms for nonrigid registration are mostly universal applicable, the assessment of
registration results requires application related domain knowledge. To accomplish the emerging need for objective
and detailed registration assessment, we propose a general framework for quality assessment in medical image
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registration. Its core is a method for automatic detection of local registration errors. The method is supervised,
that is, it can spot errors because it has learned characteristics of both correctly and incorrectly aligned pairs of
points in a training procedure.

2. MATERIALS

Computed tomography (CT) scan pairs of twenty-four patients (22 male, 2 female, ages 54-79yrs), each with a
baseline and a follow-up scan (3-9 months apart) were randomly taken from a lung cancer screening trial.9 All
scans were obtained at full inspiration and without contrast injection on a 16 detector-row scanner (Mx8000 IDT
or Brilliance 16P, Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland, OH). Slices were reconstructed to 512 × 512 voxels, and
the number of slices per scan ranged from 383 to 551. Slice thickness was 1 mm with slice spacing of 0.7 mm.
Pixel spacing in the X and Y directions ranged from 0.55 mm to 0.8 mm. All registration experiments were
carried out on a standard desktop PC with an Intel Core 2 Duo processor, 2.4GHz.

3. METHODS

3.1 Registration

Registration of a moving image IM (x) : ΩM ⊂ R
D �→ R to a fixed image IF (x) : ΩF ⊂ R

D �→ R, both of
dimension D, is the problem of finding a displacement u(x) that makes IM (x + u(x)) spatially aligned to IF (x).
The quality of alignment is defined by a distance or similarity measure S, such as the sum of squared differences
(SSD) or the mutual information (MI) measure. Because this problem is ill-posed, a regularization or penalty
term P is often introduced that constrains u. The registration problem is formulated as an optimization problem
in which the cost function C is minimized w.r.t. u, with:

C[u; IF , IM ] = −S[u; IF , IM ] + αP[u],

where α weighs similarity against regularity. Note that at the minimum of C the derivatives of the similarity
measure and the regularization term are not necessarily zero.

Prior to registration we down-sampled the baseline and follow-up scans by block-averaging 2 × 2 × 2 voxels.
After registration, the resulting deformation was applied to the full resolution follow-up scan. The registration
procedure consisted of an initial affine registration step followed by an elastic registration to handle the nonrigid
deformations of the lung tissue. Both registration steps involved a multi-resolution strategy using a Gaussian
image pyramid (4 resolutions in the affine and 5 in the elastic registration). A mutual information cost function10

was used in both cases along with a stochastic gradient descent optimizer11 (performed with 512 iterations per
resolution). The elastic registration deformations were modelled by a B-Spline grid.12 The grid-size varied
per resolution-level with the finest grid at the final level having a spacing of 8 voxels in each dimension. The
registration itself was done only for the anatomy within the lungs, using an automatic lung segmentation.13,14

3.2 Reference standard

Since we use real clinical image data, no ground truth of the deformation field is available which would represent
the real underlying mapping of points in the fixed image onto points in the moving image. Instead of using
synthetically deformed images we opted for working on real clinical images and accomplish the lack of ground
truth data by establishing point correspondences with a previously developed system for semi-automatic reference
standard construction.15

Automatic landmark generation. The reference standard is based on statistical landmarks which are
automatically determined in the baseline scan for each patient. The landmarks are required to be well-distributed
throughout the lung volume and to be identifiable on the corresponding follow-up scan.

The location outside the lung volume is excluded from consideration and within the lung volume the pleural
surface is also excluded since it is difficult to reliably match these anatomical locations in the follow-up scan.

From the remaining lung volume a set of initial landmark points is determined by a distinctiveness measure
which estimates the dissimilarity of a voxel with its surrounding region. Firstly, the intensity gradient is calculated
and points with low gradient values are excluded from further processing as they are likely to be extremely difficult
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to match reliably in the follow-up image. Around each point a hypothetical spherical surface with radius of 8
voxels is constructed to represent the intensity of the surrounding which is compared with the intensity of a
spherical kernel with radius of 5 voxels. The technique is described in detail in.15 That way approximately 1500
points per baseline scan are labeled with a distinctiveness value.

In addition to choosing the most distinctive points as landmarks we require an even distribution of the
landmarks throughout the lungs. The points are therefore ordered with the most distinctive points first and
chosen as follows:

1. The most distinctive point available is selected as a landmark as long as it is at least minDist voxels in
distance from every other point selected so far.

2. When no more points meet this requirement, set minDist = minDist− 10 and repeat step 1.

3. Continue until n landmarks have been selected. Finally a set of n = 100 landmarks were selected with an
initial value of minDist = 400.

Landmark correspondences. In the following a semi-automatic system was employed to accurately match
the voxels identified as landmarks lF in the baseline scan with voxels at the corresponding anatomic locations
lM in the follow-up scan.

Two human observers (medical students) located corresponding anatomic positions lM obs for at least 20
landmarks to enable the system to automatically match the remaining points. From the 100 landmarks lM we
considered only all manually defined correspondences with an interobserver variance ‖lM obs1 − lM obs2‖ ≤ 2 mm
as valid corresponding points. This yielded a set of 395 landmark correspondences which we defined as the
reference standard for our experiments. For each image-pair the computed transform T of the registration
algorithm was applied to each of the landmark points lF from the baseline scan. The reference position lM ref

was defined as the average of the two observer marks with lM ref = 〈lM obs1, lM obs2〉. For each point the distance
δ(T(lF ), lM ref ) between the reference position and the result of the automatic registration algorithm was used
as a measure of registration accuracy.

3.3 Image features

In this work the aim is the detection of registration errors, i.e. misaligned image structures in registered images. To
represent characteristic patterns of these registration errors a specific set of local image features was extracted16

for all landmarks. We chose a set of intensity, entropy and deformation related features sampled at different
spatial scales.

Voxel-intensity. A natural framework for examining image structures at different scales is provided by
scale-space theory.17 Images can be analyzed at any scale desired by convolving them with a Gaussian filter of a
specified standard deviation σ. In image registration it is common to identify errors or residual image differences
by examining a residual image R(x) = IF (x) − IR(x), where IR(x) = T(IM (x)) denotes the registered moving
image.

Based on the residual image R(x) we extracted intensity related features within the Gaussian scale space at
different σ as follows:

1. The squared intensity difference SID(x) = (R(x))2 at σ = {0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16} mm.

2. Derived from SID(x) the gradient grad(SID(x)) at σ = {0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16} mm.

3. The difference gradient GD was computed with GD(x) = grad(IF (x))−grad(IR(x)), whereas the intensity
gradients were directly calculated on the fixed and transformed image at σ = {0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16} mm.
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Entropy. As entropy based feature, the mutual information MI was locally calculated from cubic image
subvolumes with edge length of 40, 20, 10, and 5 mm.

MI(IF , IR) =
∑
l∈LR

∑
k∈LF

p(l, k)log2

(
p(l, k)

pR(l)pF (k))

)
,

where LF and LR are the sets of histogram bin centers of the fixed and registered image, respectively, pF and
pR are the marginal densities, and p is the joint density.

The local mutual information was normalized with the minimum of local entropy H of the corresponding
subblocks and formulated as misalignment measure M as proposed in Ref. 6,

M(x) = 1− MI(IF (x), IR(x))
min(H(IF (x), H(IR(x))

.

Using min{H(IF (x)), H(IR(x))} in the denominator provides a tighter bound than H(IF (x)) or H(IR(x))
because MI is bounded by the image with the lowest entropy.

Deformation. In section 3.1 image registration is introduced as the problem of finding a displacement u(x)
that makes IM (x + u(x)) spatially aligned to IF (x). The registration can also be considered as the problem
of finding the deformation field d, or equivalently the transformation T(x) = x + d(x), that spatially aligns
IM (x + d(x)) and IF (x). Consequentially the registration can mathematically be defined as a minimization
problem with:

d̂ = arg min
d
C[IF (x), IM (x + d(x))],

where C denotes a cost function and d̂ the optimal solution.

For analysis of the image deformations produced by the registration algorithm we examined the so called
Jacobian map. The Jacobian map18 is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of a deformation field d(x), and
it encodes the local volume difference between the fixed and moving image. Deformation based features were
derived by calculating the Jacobian determinants within the Gaussian scale space at σ = {0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16} mm.

This led to a set of 30 features constructed from five image feature types at different spatial scales. All
features were normalized to zero mean and unit standard deviation.

3.4 Classifier and experimental set-up

The basic idea of our classification approach is to implicitly discriminate between correct and misalignment
by interpolating from learned examples of clearly correct and clearly wrong alignment. Thus avoiding the
definition of a sharp but arbitrary separation of the training data into correct alignment and misalignment.
Since the accuracy of the sample data is limited by interobserver variance, an exact discrimination is difficult
and unreliable, especially in the area in-between clearly correct and clearly wrong alignment.

To obtain an unbiased and reasonably balanced training set for a two-class problem we opted for splitting
the set of 395 landmarks into three subsets:

• Subset 1 existed of samples of clearly correct alignment. All landmarks which were aligned within a
distance δ(T(lF ), lM obs) ≤ 0.7 mm (around one voxel) to both observers were considered as well aligned.

• Subset 2 collects samples of clearly wrong alignment. Registered landmarks that were displaced with
δ(T(lF ), lM obs1 ∨ lM obs2) > 2 mm from at least one of the observer-defined positions were assigned as
misaligned.

• Subset 3 was defined as the gray area in-between correct alignment and wrong alignment. All remaining
landmarks—not contained in Subset 1 or 2—were assigned to the gray area subset.
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The training set is now built up of subset 1 labeled as positive and subset 2 labeled as negative samples,
whereas the fuzzy data from subset 3 is excluded from training to prevent the classifier from getting biased.
Note that subset 1 is sharply delimited and subset 2 has a soft margin w.r.t. lM ref that takes the full observer
variances into account. This way we obtained a training set of 94 samples with 52 positive and 42 negative
samples.

For the classification we chose a k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm (with optimized k)19 and conducted a
leave-one-out20 test over the training set. In addition the kNN classifier was trained on the entire training set
and used to classify the gray area subset of the remaining samples.

Furthermore feature selection21 was performed to obtain a set of features optimizing classification perfor-
mance and to reduce feature space dimensionality improving computational performance of the foregoing feature
sampling and extraction process. We employ a branch and bound22 feature selection method with Mahalanobis
distance as the inter/intra class distance measure.

4. RESULTS

We evaluated the performance of the registration error detection in two steps. First the performance of the
classifier setup as described in section 2 was evaluated by means of a confusion matrix. Table 1a presents the
results with the entire set of 30 features. For this setup the classification accuracy is 88% with an error detection
sensitivity of 74% and specifity of 100%. Table 1b shows the gray area (subset 3) partitioned by the regarding
classifier trained with subset 1 and subset 2. The performed branch and bound algorithm selected an optimal set
of two features containing the squared intensity difference feature at scale 8 mm and the normalized local mutual
information at scale 10 mm (described in section 2). The same evaluation as described above was conducted
with the optimized feature set and is visualized in tables 1c, 1d. The classification accuracy improved to 92%
and the error detection sensitivity to 88%, the specificity decreased to 94%.

For further evaluation of the error detection performance—using the optimal feature set—we examined the
average distance δ(T(lF ), lM ref ) per point between the registration algorithm and the observer by means of
box plots (figure 1). The box plot of the training set classified as well aligned (’TS cl. well’) shows clearly the
high specificity: no points with average distances above 2 mm are classified as well aligned. High sensitivity is
ensured by the softer definition of wrong alignment which is reflected in the data distribution shown in the box
plot below. The last three box plots are related to subset 3 which is defined as the gray area for landmarks
registered with distances in-between clearly correct or clearly wrong alignment. The box plots show that three
quarter of the landmarks classified as well aligned have distances below 1 mm and three quarter of landmarks
classified as wrongly aligned are above 0.8 mm. These denote a significant class overlap within the gray area.
This is to be expected since the interobserver variance lies within 2 mm. A landmark point in the gray area e.g.
with an average distance of 0.9 mm could theoretically be assigned with a zero distance from one observer and
with a distance of 1.8 mm from the other observer. Thus it is not well-defined whether this landmark is correctly
aligned or not. About 80% (242 of 301) of the gray area points are classified as correct which seems reasonable
when compared with the box plot of the entire data set where three quarter of the landmarks have a distance
below about 1.2 mm.

5. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

The described method is trained and tested on CT lung follow-up scans but we consider the proposed framework
a general approach. For another application it might be necessary to adapt the automatic landmark generation
to achieve a sufficient coverage of the anatomy of interest. One drawback might be the dependency on manually
established landmark correspondences but this data acquisition step has to be done only once for each specific
application task and serves at the same time as reference standard for the evaluation. With our previously
developed system for semi-automatic reference standard construction, the time-consuming and laborious work
of establishing landmark correspondences can be drastically minimized. This system provides a means for easy
adaption and extension of our proposed framework for automatic detection of local registration errors.

The paper introduces a pattern recognition approach for automatic detection of local errors in medical image
registration. A classifier was designed that implicitly discriminates correct and misalignment by interpolating
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Entire landmark set 395
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Figure 1. Registration error analysis of employed data sets: Distribution of the registration errors is visualized by box plots
with x-axis scaling in mm. Numbers next to the set names indicate the set size, i.e. number of contained landmarks. For
the ’Entire landmark set’ and the subsequently derived training and gray area subset, the box plots depict the deviation
of image alignment between registration algorithm and human expert (averaged observer landmarks). Box plots named
with ’cl. well’ and ’cl. wrong’ visualize the error detection results with the optimal feature set (described in section 3.4),
classifying landmarks as correctly or wrongly aligned.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. Examples of automatically detected errors (marked with circles) from follow-up CT registration. The left column
shows images of baseline scans and on the right are the corresponding registered follow-up scans. Images (a),(b) depict
registration errors with large misalignment (above 5 mm) and images (c),(d) show a zoomed view on landmarks with
smaller misalignments.
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52 0

11 31

True

Subsets

1

2

Totals

Estimated Subsets

1 2

63 31

Totals

52

42

94

Totals 301 301

276 25 301

True Estimated Subsets
Totals

Subsets 1 2

49 3

5 37

True

Subsets

2

Totals

Estimated Subsets

1 2

54 40

Totals

52

42

94

Totals 301 301

242 59 301

True Estimated Subsets
Totals

Subsets 1 2

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Table 1. Confusion matrices showing classification results of leave-one-test and partitioning of gray area after classification.
Using the entire feature set in (a,b) and with optimal feature set in (c,d) whereby ’correct alignment’ is labeled with ’1’
and ’wrong alignment’ with ’2’. The training set consists of 52 samples of correctly aligned landmarks and 42 samples of
misalignments (represented in the rows of the matrix). Labels assigned by the classifier are listed in the matrix columns.

from learned examples of clearly correct and wrong alignment under consideration of interobserver variances.
The high accuracy of error prediction enables automatic assessment of registration quality. This allows for
accuracy and execution time optimization on a per scan basis. After applying a fast registration algorithm
that works well for a majority of cases, one could automatically assess registration quality to detect cases with
insufficient alignment and register them in a second loop with a more extensive registration algorithm. We see
also opportunities to include this approach within the registration algorithm itself to steer the registration to
perform local refinements where needed and exclude already well aligned regions from further processing to speed
up the computation.
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